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OBJECTIVES

In this lecture, you will learn to:

C++ Functions

Function declaration

Function definition

Calling a Function



C++ FUNCTIONS

A function groups a number of program statements into a unit and gives it a name. 

This unit can then be invoked from other parts of the program. 

The function’s code is stored in only one place in memory, even though the function is executed many times in the 

course of the program’s execution.

Functions help to reduce the program size when same set of instructions are to be executed again and again. 

A general function consists of three parts, namely, function declaration (or prototype), function definition and function 

call.



C++ FUNCTIONS (Contd.)

Function declaration — prototype:

 A function has to be declared before using it, in a manner similar to variables and constants. 

A function declaration tells the compiler about a function's name, return type, and parameters and how to 

call the function. 

The general form of a C++ function declaration is as follows:

return_type function_name( parameter list );



C++ FUNCTIONS (Contd.)

Function definition

 The function definition is the actual body of the function. 

The function definition consists of two parts namely, function header and function body.

The general form of a C++ function definition is as follows:

return_type function_name( parameter list )
{ 
body of the function 
}



C++ FUNCTIONS (Contd.)

Calling a Function

To use a function, you will have to call or invoke that function. 

To call a function, you simply need to pass the required parameters along with function name.

If function returns a value, then you can store returned value.



PROGRAM : FUNCTION

A c++ program calculating factorial of a number using functions

#include<iostream.h>

#include<conio.h>

int factorial(int n); //function declaration

int main(){

int no, f;

cout<<”enter the positive number:-“;

cin>>no;

f=factorial(no); //function call

cout<<”\nThe factorial of a number”<<no<<”is”<<f;

return 0;

}

int factorial(int n) //function definition

{ int i , fact=1;

for(i=1;i<=n;i++){

fact=fact*i;

}

return fact;

}
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MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION

Multiple Choice Question:

Q1. Where does the execution of the program starts?

a) user-defined function

b) main function

c) void function

d) else function



MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION

Multiple Choice Question:

Q2. What are mandatory parts in the function declaration?

a) return type, function name

b) return type, function name, parameters

c) parameters, function name

d) parameters, variables



MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION

Multiple Choice Question:

Q3. which of the following is used to terminate the function declaration?

a) :

b) )

c) ;

d) ]



MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION

Multiple Choice Question:

Q4. How many can max number of arguments present in function in the c99 compiler?

a) 99

b) 90

c) 102

d) 127



MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION

Multiple Choice Question:

Q5. What is the scope of the variable declared in the user defined function?

a) whole program

b) only inside the {} block

c) the main function

d) header section



Summary

In this lecture, you learned that: 

 Concept of function.

 Concept of 

1) Function declaration

2) Function definition

3) Calling a Function


